Emulator - Emulator Issues #11810
Joy-Con analog sticks are not recognized in game on Android
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Description
What's the problem? Describe what went wrong.
I'm using Switch Joycons paired to a Switch running Android via LineageOS. Both Joycons are paired correctly, and all buttons are
responsive navigating various apps. All of the buttons register when setting up the inputs in Dolphin, but when a game is loaded up,
the left Joycon analog stick doesnt register any inputs, unless it is clicked down, in which case it will register as a right input on the
left Joycon. All other buttons are responsive and are bound correctly. This issue is present across games. The on screen GUI
controls all function, including the left joystick one.
What steps will reproduce the problem?
Start Dolphin on an Android device, if possible, a Switch running some for of Android, preferably Lineage OS. Pair a left and right
Joycon through Android's Bluetooth menu. After, configure inputs in the controller menu of Dolphin, using the corresponding buttons.
Load a Gamecube game up, and test the responsiveness of the left Joycons analog stick inputs.
Is the issue present in the latest development version? For future reference, please also write down the version number of
the latest development version.
Yes, 5.0-10738
What are your PC specifications? (CPU, GPU, Operating System, more)
Switchroot running LineageOS, Nvidia Tegra CPU/GPU, 4GB RAM
History
#1 - 10/20/2019 09:14 AM - Sonoron
Bug also present for the right Joy-Con analog stick inputs. Thx

#2 - 10/20/2019 12:18 PM - Billiard26
- Subject changed from Emulator Not Recognizing Left Joycon Analog Stick Inputs to Joy-Con analog sticks are not recognized in game on Android
- Operating system Android added
- Operating system deleted (N/A)

Please show a screenshot of your gamepad configuration or upload the ini file.

#3 - 10/24/2019 09:11 PM - Sonoron
- File Dolphin.ini added

05/14/2021

1/2

Attached ini file requested. Thx
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